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This paper is a continuation of a previous paper (A. S. Fokas. /. Muth. 
Anof. Appl. 68 (1979), 347-370). It first establishes an isomorphism between 
dynamical variables of Hamilton’s equations and Lie-RBcklund operators of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. It then concentrates on invariants at most cubic in 
the momenta. Illustrative examples are mainly potentials due to two centers and 
limiting cases thereof. Some new cubic invariants are also obtained. 
The present paper is a continuation of [I]. In [l] a correspondence rule 
between constants of motion of Hamilton’s equations and admissible Lie- 
Backlund operators of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation was derived. It was 
emphasized that these operators belong to a special class of Lie-Backlund 
operators, which are equivalent to Lie tangent operators. Also in [l] constants of 
motion quadratic in the momenta were considered in detail. 
Here, we first show (see Section 1) that the above correspondence rule is 
actually an isomorphism. More generally, the rule gives an isomorphism 
between dynamical variables (that is, functions in phase space) and Lie-Backlund 
operators. This isomorphism is not surprising since Hamilton’s equations and 
the Hamilton- Jacobi equation are mahtematically equivalent formulations of the 
same physical theory. However, it is interesting that ewery symmetry of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation generates a conserved quantity; this may be con- 
trasted with the fact that only some symmetries of Hamilton’s equations generate 
conserved quantities [ 11. In Section 2 we derive the most general invariant cubic 
in the momenta and point out the essential differences between the coupling of 
the invariant to a given potential for the quadratic and the cubic cases, respect- 
ively. In Section 3 we present some applications: We first study potentials due to 
fixed centers and limiting cases. In [l] we found that the most general case 
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having a nontrivial quadratic invariant was that of two Newtonian centers of 
arbitrary strength at arbitrary locations with two superimposed harmonic 
centers of equal strength at the same locations (equivalently, we may have one 
harmonic center of arbitrary strength located at the midpoint of the two 
Newtonians centers). The corresponding quadratic invariant was also given in 
[I]. From this we obtain here by limit processes all known cases of potentials 
with quadratic invariants. The same limit processes also give us invariants of the 
limiting potentials. WC discuss not only the Lie algebra of these invariants’ 
but also show how linearly independent elements may be functionally dependent; 
this leads naturally to a discussion of the concept of degeneracy. We have thus 
shown, for a class of important nontrivial* nonlinear invariants, that they arc 
special or limiting cases of one single case. A different and in a sense comple- 
mcnta,r)r point of view is also interesting: Let the potentials I’, and F2 each have 
quadratic invariants. Cinder which conditions is the same true for the combined 
potential l’, 1 I,.,? The answer is found to be that the strictly quadratic terms 
of each invariant must be the same. A simple rule is given for the construction of 
the new invariant. Finally some new invariants cubic in the momenta, admitted 
by potentials of the general form I’ I’(9 + ay2). are obtained. 
1. AN ISOXIORPHISM BETWEEN’ CONSTANTS OF MOTION AND ADMISSIBLE OPERATORS 
We shall tirst prove a lemma regarding the computation of the commutator 
of two Lie--Bicklund operators. For this lemma it is necessary to remember 
that a Lie -Bticklund operator contains inrp&itly its infinitely many extensions 
(although usually we only give explicitly its defining part). For the definition of a 
Lie-Bficklund operator and for the terminology used here see [ 11. In presenting 
the lemma WC restrict ourselves to one independent variable only. This is done 
only for convenience of writing; the idea of the proof is equally valid for several 
independent variables. 
LEMM.~ 1.1. Let Y, z A,(S/Eu); k = 1, 2, Ak 7 A,(r, u, II, ,... ). lj we 
regard the Y, as infinitely extended operators and compute their commutator Y, 
in the ordinary Lie sense then the dejning part of the resulting Lie-Biicklund 
operator is 
1 For the case of a constant force field we get a basic set of linearly independent in- 
variants which is not closed under commutation. This leads to the unresolved problem of 
determining the structure of its symmetry group. 
2 Nonlinear elements of the enveloping algebra of the linear invariants are considered 
trivial. 
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AXJUJ. If the extension is written explicitly we ha\lc 
Then 
! t is easily vcrificd that 2 is zero and that /I and 1,‘;: commuw. Hcncc 
‘1%~ first term above is the &fining part of an operator and The other- IcrrrlS :li-C 
part of the cstension. ‘I’hc lemma is thus prowd. 
l’hc formula given abovc has an espcciall!; simple form if the _ 1, !I;IVC .I 
q&al form occurring in many applications. ‘l’hl ‘5 is shown in the foil!)\\-inp 
corollary of the first lemma: 
I,EhlXA 1.2. I,et Y, ham Ike speciul/orm 
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Proof. From Lemma I .I (generalized to several independent variables), 
In [l, Sect. 21 the following corrcspondcnce rule was derived: 
.4(t, xj ) p,) 4-j A(t, xj ) S-J & . (1.2) 
It was interpreted to mean that the left-hand side is a constant of motion of 
IIamilton’s equations if and only if the right-hand side is an admissible operator 
of the IIamilton-Jacobi equation. I’his is actually a conscquencc of the following 
theorem: 
'~HI~OREM I.1 _ Correqmdence (1.2) is an isonwrphism for any A z&c/z is a 
function of the variables indicated. 
Provf. ‘The theorem is a consequence of the fact that a commutation of two 
dynamical variables is their Poisson bracket and of Lemma 1.2. 
2. IS\:.~RIAXTS CcnIc IS THI: %Io>IEsTA 
In [I] WC: considered the time-independent Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the 
form 
a 2 S,tS,ct ,- Ii(.x) - E = 0, i 1, 2, 3, (2.1) 
and investigated invariants quadratic in the momenta. Tt was shown that for a 
fixed value of E additional invariants may exist. IIcre WC concentrate on the 
more intcrcsting case of an arbitrary range of values of E. Also we only prcsent 
the results for the two-dimensional case; the extension to three dimensions is 
stt-aiahtforward. For completcncss WC also include the results for the case of 
invariants linear or quadratic in the momenta. 
I,u.usr.\ 2. I. The ~;aost generai constants of motion of the time-iruiependent 
- x S,;..(s) pip,, c(.T), 
1 I, 
?%e (ii i?r (2.h) are coupled zcith the potential ii through t/w ~quati~Jn 
“J .- - 31’,.d,,, -- L’., d,,? 0. :x2; 
(frotn the nboce by cyclic prinutativrl) (2.6bj 
u2, -! a, I, -.- 2d,,21~~2. - u,,, I’, 0, (2.5c) 
a, V,. -I n,l’,, -- 0. (25Li) 
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mined to within constant parameters) arc substituted in (2.3), which determines 
which invariants (if any) are admitted by a given potential V. Similarly, to find a 
constant of motion quadratic in the momenta the 6,, arc substituted in (2.4), 
which determines which invariants are admitted by a given potential I/; there- 
after integration of (2.5) determines c(z). Note that Eq. (2.4) is linear in V and 
furthermore the c(x) is uncoupled from the Lii and the I/. This may be con- 
trasted with the case of a constant of motion cubic in the momenta, where the a, 
arc coupled with the djkl and the I/. Let us now come back to Eqs. (2.6). First 
note that they can be solved for a, and a,; 
Then substituting (2.7) in (2.6a) and (2.6b) we obtain two equations relating 
d,,, with V. However, these equations arc nonlinear in V and thcrcfore are not 
very suitable for discovering which potentials admit a given invariant or which 
invariants arc admitted by a given potential. (For a discussion of the corres- 
ponding problems for the quadratic case see [I]). In order to obtain a linear 
equation relating djlLl with V we disregard for the moment Eq. (2.6d) and elimi- 
nate a, and a, from Eqs. (2.6a), (2.6b), and (2.6~). This yields the equation 
4m~mx -f &,~‘w, + Wm - %,I J’-mu i- (%, - 244 v,,z 
Although the validity of the above equation is a necessary, byt not a sufficient, 
condition for the existence of a cubic invariant, wc still regard it as the analog of 
Eq. (2.4). The fact that Eq. (2.8) is not a suficicnt condition just means that after 
solving it, and after evaluating a, and a2 using Eqs. (2.7), we must still check if 
Eqs. (2.6) are satisfied. The above approach is illustrated in Section 3.4. 
3. SOME APPIXATIOSS 
3.1. Potentials Generated by Fixed Centers and Limiting Cases 
In the present subsection we consider an important class of potentials. A fixed 
point PI is a center if there is a potential VI whose value at an arbitrary point Q 
depends only on the distance i ,OP, ! . If V, is a potential depending only on the 
distance to the point P, , one may form a two-ccntcr potential b> supcrposirion, 
Vi I/, . Il!; varying the strength of the potentials and the distance between 
P, and P, one can obtain various limiting cases which nrcd not be ccntcr- 
potentials. 
In discussing invariants in this section we shall deal only with constants of 
motion of Hamilton’s equations, that is, with functions f(xj , pj), j = 1, 2, 3, 
constant along an\; orbits. The commutator of two functionsfand g is the Poisson 
bra&t which we dcfinc by (1.1). In [2] we shall discuss the relations between 
such invariants and the corresponding operators admitted 1~~ the Hamilton 
Jacobi equation and by the Schrodinger equation. I:or the purposes of [2] it is 
instructive to deal with potentials having nontrivial invariants nonlinear in the 
momenta. The potentials discussed below arc interesting in their own right, and 
they will also bc used to illustrate the use of limit processes for potentials and 
their associated invariants. 
Below WC shall mainly discuss the cast .x3 --. 0; the estcnsion to three dimcn- 
sions is easily made. We consider a two-center potential; without loss of gencral- 
ity we may place the centers at (0,O) and (xx , 0). It was found in [ 1, Sect. 71 that 
the most gcncral two-center potential with a nontrivial quadratic invariant has 
the form” 
p’ : .g : g, p’: _ (x -_. ,rX):! i- y, A, 3, y. v’, arbitrary constants. 
The nonlinear in\:ariant is 
(j.7‘i , 
\\*c shall now study special and limiting cases of the potentiai (3.1) and the 
Lie algchra structure of the associated invariants as well as nonlinear relations 
‘between linearly independent invariants. Q?‘c first discuss Scwtonian centers and 
then harmonic centers; in each case various limits will bc discussed. 
.\~r~cto)limI (.‘etrters 
Putting 2 -L 0 in (3.1) we obtain the potential due to two fixed Sewtonian 
centers. ‘l-he imariant C reduces to the invariant found by Euler in 1760 (WC 
[3, p. 97; 41). ‘I’able 3.1 shows \:arious limiting casts. 
I/, and C, are obtained from Ii, and C, by a dipole limit, more prcciscly h!- A 
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Potential and Constants of Motion (Invariants) for 
Two Scwtonian Centers, and Limiting Cases” 
I .imit Potential 
I -+ 0 in (3.1) and (3.3) v, 7 pp-’ I. .//):I 
Constant of motion 
c, = mlm7 - p.r.,sp- 1 
I y.x,(w - X,)P,’ 
n See also [j, IX] and, for some specific computations, [6, Sect. 481. 
limit which yields one ccntcr and one dipole directed along the .y-axis, at the 
origin (8 and E arc considered fixed as the limit is taken). If one USC’S (6.1) of 
[I, Sect. 61 to find the general potential at the origin which has the invariant C, 
one finds VX, which is due to an arbitrary center and a Newtonian dipole, both 
at the origin. (SW also discussion of invariants of supcrimposcd potentials at the 
end of this section.) Putting the strength of the center equal to zero yields Ii4 , 
which still has the invariant C, . I’, is obtained from L’, by the constant-force 
limit: The second center recedes to infinity and its strength increases in such a 
way that a constant force field remains. (For a Newtonian center the strength has 
to incrcasc as .x: because of the inucrsc-square force law.) The resulting potential 
ma): bc called the Stark potential. ‘I’0 obtain C, from C, some care must be 
cxcrcised; one rcason is indicated in the table. It is also necessary to expand pr 
to second order in xi’: 
in I‘:, ):Ic r)ldy i-q,;ird pr as tile angular monm~xinl l:)OU: Iiw J2i,Lr: .!. :!l:iI:~t). 
\rnrc ;1rcciscly .u,‘n:*-•, p, as .I I --, ,x. ‘1%~ case !~f the poicl;?i:l,i I,‘, , that is, 
.ji one Xc!vionlan ccnte:, is instructi\:c. ‘I’hc sqwxtiny coordina:es corl-esiwnd- 
:ng to Cl arc elliptic-h~pcrboiic lvitl! foci at (0: 0) and (x1: , 0). If one obtains 
:)x-i2 cater b!; merging (s,. + 0) these coordinates bccomc polar and the co;- 
qontling in\wiant is the trivial one, CA” :- :x1“. HO\\-c\w: if on; lets .x, rmd 
1-o infinit). the coordinates become parabdic. ‘I’he corres!wnding invariarlt is C5 
<or the: Stark potential and Cq’ in the limitin,q C~ISC < 0. The conncc:ion 
‘xtn.ccn separation of variables and admissible operators of the I-lamilt(j~ -- 
J ‘acohi equation is cxplaincd in 11, Sect. 41 and the connection betwcc:l admis- 
sible operators and constants of motion ix [I, Sect. 21. -\otc that C ‘b” is quai to 
I, , the x-component of the Rungc-Lenz vector.” Thr~s the fact that th<’ 
Hamilton-Jacohi equation with a Sewtonian potential scyx:c~ in two distinct 
coordinate svstcms (polar and parabolic) and has two distinct inmri:mtsz angular 
momentum and Runge-lxnz, is a direct conscq~~~~xc of Euler’s discovery that 
C, is an invariant associated with I’] for arbitrary wlucs of s,. and y. Sotc furthe 
r’nat the third way of obtaining V, (y --F 0) gives an in.v:lri:inr C, “” ivhicll is ;i 
!iwar combination of C’F’ and Cp’. ‘J’hc corrcspondine separating coordinates 
xe clliptic. This may bc formulated as a general principle. Xssumc that tt?l 
Iiamilton- Jacobi equation separates in two distinct coordinate svstems. 1’0 
rhese correspond two indepcndcnt quadratic invariants. From these invariants 
one finds an infinity of invariants by linear combinations. By this detour one 
jisco~:ers that two separating coordinate spstcms gcncrate a one-parameter 
ihmily of separating systems. ‘I-his family, howcwr, does not give an)’ riw 
~ndepcndcnt invariants. 
For one Sewtonian ccntcr the problem has spherical symmctr! and ail 
components of the angular momentum ywtor ax geometric il?va!-ianls. SimilarI\ 
A:I components of the Runge-T,enz \;cctor are dynamic invariants. ‘I’hese ma!- be 
obtained from the Rungc--I.enz component shown in ‘l’ahle 3. 1 by forming tl:c 
wmmurator with the components of the angular momentum. As is well known 
,SC.C, c.,~., [q), when the energy E is negative (elliptic i. . . orbits) tlic sis ir,vari;mts 
form the Lie algebra o(4; I?). &‘hcn B :> 0 (hyperbolic orhits) the alg:c!,ra is 
$3; I : I?). The case E :- 0 (parabolic orbits) is a limitiry cast of both R --.I 0 and 
,fT . ., ,- 0. Thus WC cspect the I.ic algebra fol !T :-. 0 to contain t’x aipcbrx of 
!3uclidean motions in three dimensions, since this algchra is obtained by the 
i;mit prwxss called contraction” from both of tllc t\vo al~cbtas mentioned; as is 
casilv SCCII it is amailv the full svmmutrv algebra. Obxiousi>, as long as quadratic 
invariants are considered the Hamiltonian function .il itwlf ma\: IK counted. 
(‘The special ruic of the Ilamiltonian is duscwscd hclocy). ~~ovx~:cr, bl: definition 
‘I commutes with v\-cry constant of motion. ‘I’hus hy adding !! to tl:e inyariants 
’ Si:xc I,.,; coul:i also bc obtilinvd iis a iimit of txr’o ccntvrS ~>!i :!I? ?;-:,xis It follo\-~s ‘ix!1 
1: :d :11x) inv;i:i:Irlt. 
’ he, for :nstar1cc, ;s1. 
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one obtains the direct product of a one-dimensional Lie algebra and whatever 
algebra one has without H. For instance, adding H to the algebra of the harmonic 
oscillator, which is w(3) (see b&w), gives u(3). 
Finally we remark that the invariant C, obtained in Table 3.1 does not give 
the complete set of inarinats for V, . FV:e shall, however, see below that a 
complete set of invariants is obtained by way of the harmonic center. 
liarmonic Centers 
Considering now harmonic centers one finds that due to the quadratic nature 
of the potential there are actually only two cases: one harmonic center, or a 
constant force field (which corresponds to a harmonic center located at infinity). 
Since (x - x,)” : x’) - 2x.x, -7 constant, one harmonic center at a point is 
the same as one harmonic center at a displaced point and a constant-force 
potential. Displacing two centers to the same point, chosen such that the constant 
forces cancel, one finds that /3p* + rpi gives the same force field as (/3 ;- y) pe2, 
where pe2 = (x - x,<y f 4’2, x’, : p&3 / y). If p -;- y :-- 0, the effective 
location of the center is at infinity and using a proper limit one gets a constant 
force field. Similarly, /3p2 (- lx, p # 0 gives one harmonic center at (xc, 0), 
x, = -c/2/3. Finally, the dipole limit and the constant-force limits yield the 
same results. 
WC shall define the potential of a harmonic center (at the origin) by 
l’n one dimension 6 is then the ordinary spring constant if it is positive. We may, 
however, allow S to be any real number. As stated above the number of cases is 
small. However, the number of linearily independent invariants is larger than in 
the Sewtonian case. The spherical symmetry gives the obvious geometrical 
invariants mj . fn addition there arc dynamical invariants which form a sym- 
metric tensor, 
Aj, = p,pn: --- sxjx, . (3.4) 
The Hamiltonian equals half the trace of this tensor. If we exclude the Hamil- 
tonian we find that the Aj, gives five linearly indpendcnt invariants. ‘The wzj give 
three additional ones and the linear space spanned by these eight invariants is 
closed under commutation. In fact restricting ours&es to the (x r , x,)-plane 
a simple computation yields, for 6 :> 0, that A,,/2S1j2, (A,, - A,,)/4S’,‘“, m,/2 
commute like VZ, , m2 , nz:, , that is, the algebra is w(2). Since the same is true for 
the (xa , x,)-plane and the (x3 , x,)-plane the algebra, including the Hamiltonian, 
is u(3) and, excluding the Hamiltonian, su(3). This is a well-known result; see, 
for instance, 171. 
\k’e non- consider the limiting case of a harmonic canter at infinity, tha. IS, 
a constant force field. .A harmonic center at (x.* , 0) has potential (S/Z) [(.x -.- .x~)~ 
,- y’]. If one subtracts the constant (S/2) xt and puts A ~1 -<.Y;’ one obtains 
the potential <.v as x, + ok, { fixed. Putting m, -- (x - xx) pz --- ypi one finds 
---.r,‘tn * -- l p2 . (3.5a) 
I:urhermox, in the limit described above 
‘1’1~~ rn\.a:.iant ,.I,, +lds pz2, which is a trivial result sinct pC is invariant. .-3bo\e, 
thz ..‘I,,. are of course adjusted to the new location of the center, that is, -4,, =- 
(x -- Y,.)’ p,‘, etc. Comparing with ‘I’ahlc 3.1 one sees that the in\xriants R, 
and U, arc not obtained as limits if one lets a Scwtonian center tend to infinity. 
On the other hand another quadratic invariant, called C’, in the tablq was 
Atained. ‘I‘hc same in\:ariant may also bc obtained in the harmonic cast. IMnc 
.I I)! 
Xo:c that i is c~b~~iousl~ dependent on VZ, and .-lQg Iklo\~, see (3.8b), kve sjraii 
show a nonlinear relation between pz and the Hj . 
The commutation relations bctwecn the invariants ax 
in prc\ ioas :‘iiSCS discussed hcrc the linear closure of 11x i),isic in\-ai-iants u2s 
also closed under commutation. ‘I’his is not true in the prcscnt cast (althougil 
the right-!iand side of the above equations belongs to the cnvcloping algcbia of 
rix basic invariants). Clearly, the commutator of two functions linear and homo- 
geneous in tire momenta is also linear and homogeneous. However, one cspects 
commutators oi’ quadratic functions to bc cubic and by repeated application of 
the commutator to obtain functions of arbitrarily high degree in the momenta. 
This arpmcnt is analogous to the reasoning showing that the proper gcneraliza- 
l.ion of T,ic point olxrators arc Lit --Bkklund operators which in principle form 
an infinite,-dirrlensional space. The linear and quadratic invariants of a Sc~to- 
nian center and those of a harmonic ccntcr have a \er!: speciai form and rhcir 
linear cIo5urc hppcn to bz closed tinder commutation; this cannot bc cxpcctcd 
in gcncral. ‘rhc symmetry propcrtics of a harmonic potential arc said to IX 
dcscribcd by su(3). !-Iow cl,) rclntions (3.6) dcscribc the symmetry of a constant- 
force field ? b’c remark only that it is surprising that this questior: arises for SklCli 
an clemcntary problem. The discussion of :he s!;mrnctr): algebra will not ba 
pursued further in this paper. 
‘I’0 find the symmetry algebra of the Newtonian center ant: replaces the 
IIamiltonian F/(p, , x~) - a xjpj’ -7 T’ by its constant value I?. This leads to 
dif?crent algebras for the diCcrcnt cases B c:: 0, B = 0, B 12 0. However, in (3.6) 
WC did not give constant values to the invariants appearing in the right-hand 
sides of the equations. The reason the Hamiltonian is distinguished is that in 
testing an invariant WC restrict ourscl\;cs to the manifold defined by the equation, 
in the present case H(S,, , Xj) - E = 0. ‘Thus wc ma): replace If hy E. 
Consider. for example, the harmonic oscillator in three dimensions. Tts 
symmctr); algebra is su(3); it has eight linearly indcpcndcnt invariants. IIowcvcr, 
clearly thcrc can bc only five functionally independent invariants since the 
phase space is six-dimensional. Thus a linear Lie-algebra description is insufli- 
cient. For the potentials studied in this section the nonlinear functional relations 
arc actually simple polynomials in the cnvcloping algebra. We shall give these 
relations below. First, however, let us consider the simplest possible case, 
namely, the motion of a free particle. ‘J’hcrc arc six linear invariants, namely, 
pj and ?izj , j ..- 1, 2, 3. Since the angular momentum vector is b!; its definition 
orthogonal to the momentum vector we have, for any potential, Cjpjnzj = 0. 
For the free particle this equation is a functional relation between invariants. 
‘I‘he Hamiltonian is always an invariant. In the present case H := C pi”. It is 
functionally dependent on the linear invariants as are in fact all other invariants. 
‘I’hus there are exactly five functionally independent invariants. Next we con- 
sider the potentials in ‘I’ablc 3. I. Ll’c shall restrict oursell-cs to motions in the 
(N, y)-plant. Since phase: space then is four-dimensional wc can have at most 
three functionally indepcndcnt invariants. For V, given by (3.1), and for I/, to 
1,~‘~ (see ‘I’ablc 3.1) WC ha\:c two linearly indcpcndcnt invariants, namely, C or 
C, to C, and II. There is no functional relation between the two invariants. 
Howcvcr, for one Sewtonian center (VJ there arc four invariants, namely, the 
Hamiltonian, 1~2~ , and two components of the Kunge-1,enz vector. -4, :-: 
mnpi -j- j3vp-’ and il, : -rzspl + 3yp-‘. ‘I’he functional relation is 
(3.7) 
3.2. Compleie Set of In7miaill.s. ?~epw~ai~\j 
1 n 1 iami!tonian mechanics a prohlcm in 271-dimcnsiona! phase space is caiiecl 
cornplctely integrable if we have n constants of motion in in\.olution. The time- 
dcpcndent IIamilton-Jacobi equation can tlwn be completely separated (SW, fol 
:nstancc, [6, Sects. 47, 4131). The I-lamiltonian itself (assumed not to inl-ol1.e time 
explicitly) accounts for separating out the time-ticpcndcnce. Thus WC find a 
complete integral of the Hamilton -Jacobi equation. 
ICxistcncc of in!-ariants is also tied to degeneracy. For classical mechanics this 
concept is discussed in [6, Sect. 531. In quantum mechanics degeneracy means 
degeneracy of an cigcnvaluc of the energy, namely, the cxistcnce of several 
linearly indcpcndcnt eigenfunctions belonging to the same rigenvaluc. The 
number of such functions may depend on the cigcnvalue. We therefore propose 
to define tile degree of degeneracy as the number of functionall!; independent 
invariants minus one. ‘1’0 illustrate the idea consider motions in the (AL ?;)-plant. 
!f the l)otrntial is due to any ccntcr the problem is completely integrable since 
we have two independent invariants, the Hamiltonian and the angular momen- 
tum. Thus there is degcncracy of degree one. If the center is Sewtonian or 
harmonic the tiegrcc of hcgcneracy is maximal (-3) d ue to the added invariants. 
l;or ,!Mw&! motion WL‘ can USC an alternative formulation. M’e consider the 
dimension of the topological closure. ~6 of the orbit in phase space. Harmonic and 
Newtonian ccntcrs have marimal degeneracy. The dimension of the orbit (as 
defined abo\-c) is one, and the motion is periodic. Other centers have only ttvo 
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invariants, the motion is not periodic (we exclude isolated periodic motions), and 
the dimension of the orbit is two. Finally, if we have no invariants except the 
Hamiltonian the dimension is three. Ergodic motion, for which the orbit comes 
arbitrarily close to any point on a hypcrsurface in phase space given by I-I = 
constant, thus has no degeneracy. Degeneracy and “crgodicity” are comple- 
mentary concepts. In [l] we considered the relation between invariants and 
separability of the time-independent Hamilton- Jacobi equation. Any additive 
separation of Hamilton-- Jacobi equation is equivalent to a multiplicative separa- 
tion of the Schrodinger equation (cf. also Sect. 1 of [2]). To obtain a variety of 
examples WC: consider three-dimensional motions. If the dcgrce of degeneracy is 
one, that is, them is only one invariant (in addition to the Hamiltonian), the 
(time-independent) IIamilton- Jacobi equation separates once so that S may be 
expressed as the sum of one function of one variable and one function of two 
variables. Examples arc potentials cylindrical around the x-axis with m, as only 
in\:ariant. The potential given by (3.2a), and V, and r/s of Table 3.1 have 
degeneracy two (since wzr is also invariant). The Hamilton-Jacobi equation then 
separates completely and the problem is completely integrable. (See, for instance, 
the end of Section 48 of [6]). A central potential, excepting the Newtonian and 
Hamiltonian centers, has degeneracy three. The most famous example is the 
Sewtonian potential with an Einsteinian correction. The motion of the peri- 
helion causes the orbit to fill a two-dimensional region in configuration space and 
in phase space. Finally, Newtonian and harmonic centers have degeneracy 
four. Complete separation of variables is possible in two independent systems of 
coordinates, and bounded orbits are always one-dimensional and periodic. 
3.3. Invariants of Superimposed Potentials 
In Section 3.1 the approach of limit processes was used to obtain new poten- 
tials admitting higher symmetries from known ones. In this subsection a dif- 
ferent and in a sense complementary approach is used. This is expressed in the 
form of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the potentials brl and V, each have quadratic invariunts. Then 
if the strictly quadratic terms vf each iwariant are the same, the combined potential 
V, + V, has also a quadratic invariant given by the sum of the two invariants 
minus the common part. 
Proof. ‘l’his is a consequence of the general form of an invariant quadratic 
in the momenta and the linearity of Eqs. (2.4). Let us given some illustrations 
of the above lemma. 
EXAMPLE 1. The potential J/ $9 :-. ,t?p:.. , where pX is given by (3.2), has 
the invariant (see the table) 
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The potential V, -= y-1 + #I&’ has the invariant 
Then according to Lemma 3.1 we can superimpose V and V, without breaking 
the symmetry if x* = 2x,/$($ + j$ that is, S = fl. Therefore, if we have two 
Scwtonian centers and add two harmonic centers at the same locations the 
latter must be of equal strength if we want to retain a dynamic invariant. The 
invariant of the superimposed potential is given by Eq. (3.3), where (~/2 == 2. 
!h2nIPLE 2. Consider the potential I/, in Table 3.1. The strictly quadratic 
part of the corresponding invariant C, is 712s . Xow consider any central potential 
g(p); this potential has ma2 as invariant. Therefore to the potential I/-, we can 
add any potential depending only on p without breaking the symmetry. 
3.4. Some Incariants Cubic in the .l/lomentir 
In this subsection WC shall investigate cubic invariants admitted 13x potentials 
of the general form 
v _ q$ ..I._ ,,J”). (3.10) 
The most general invariant cubic in the momenta is gi\-cn by (see J‘emma 3.1) 
I, = xp13 -;- /3p,” -; yp12p2 -I- Sp,p, + c?iP + L&n’ -; 6p2d -L kp,“m 
-1. &“m -:. /4p2n2 -i- al(K)pl 7 &)f+ . 
(3.11) 
Equations (3.11) and (2.2~) define the &.l within the constant parameters 
or, 9 ,.,., 1~. Substituting these J,kr in (2.8) and using Eq. (3. IO) to evaluate the 
relevant derivatives of V, we obtain an equation coupling T; and the parameters 
Y, R,..., CL. Solving this equation WC find that 
(i) For v = 1, no new nontrivial cubic invariants arc found. 
(ii) For Y + 1, the parameters iz, h generate nontrivial cubic imariants: 
‘I’hc parameters lz, X correspond to 
‘i,,, = -ky, d,,, : As, ‘I,, 2 =: ks, d2t, i -I -1’. (3.12) 
Using (3.i2) and (3.10) in (2.8) we find 
[(3v - 13) v/z - (3 - 13v) A] V” 
(x:3) 
: 2[(--x - 2/W ! 314 x2 .j- (kv -- 3[< - 2X) L’y] I,,‘;” 0, 
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1. V” = 0 (V = 3x” -I_ $~y~). Then 12, h are arbitrary. Using (3.12) and 
(3.10) in (2.7) we find 
a, = 3y(kx” -;- lay”), a, = -(3x/v) (kX2 -I- lay*). (3.14) 
However, because Eq. (3.13) is only a necessary condition we have to cheek if 
the djrzl as defined by (3.12) and the a, as defined by (3.14) satisfy Eqs. (2.6) with 
V = +a -I- &y*. A straightforward substitution shows that this is the case iff 
k(v - 9) = 0, h(9v- l)=O. 
Therefore, either v =-: 9, h -7: 0, and K = arbitrary or v = k, k = 0, 
A = arbitrary. Finally using these values in (3.14) we obtain: 
Potential Invariant 
p,*m + 3x2yp1 - $x9p2 
p,‘m -i .&y3p1 - $xy2p1 
(3.15a) 
(3.15b) 
2. V” :/ 0. Then Eq. (3.13) makes sense iff 
(kv - 3k -I- 2A) v = (-A - 2kv + 3vA), 
Then it becomes 3xP”” + 8V’ = 0, or 
or vk = A. 
Letting 
17 = ~~-2’3 -1 ~~ (3.16) 
4, = -Y, d222 ;-=: vx, d,l, = x, 421 = --vy (3.17) 
in (2.7) we find 
n, .- 6y(x’ + v”y’) V’, a2 = (-6x,%) (x2 + v3y2) V’. (3.18) 
Finally using (3.16), (3.17), (3.18) in (2.6) we find B = 0 and v = -1. Thcre- 
fore, the following potential and invariant are found: 
v :..; cx* _ y3)-*,13, I = (p12 - p2*) m - 4V(yp, -!- Xp,). (3.19) 
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